[What are at present the real hopes of pregnancy after ovarian cryopreservation?].
Survival rates for cancers that occur in childhood and adolescence have improved over the last decades, and preservation of future fertility in these patients has become a relevant issue. Premature ovarian failure is a consequence of exposing women to chemotherapeutic drugs and ionizing radiation. Ovarian cryopreservation is an alternative to cryopreservation of embryos or oocytes for theses patients. Ovarian cryopreservation aims to reimplant ovarian tissue after complete remission into the pelvic cavity (orthotopique site) or a heterotopic site like the abdominal wall or the forearm. In vitro folliculogenesis, that aims at the maturation of ovarian cortex primordial follicles cryopreserved for a FIV, is still in an experimental research stage. In this review, the objective was to evaluate the real hopes of pregnancy after ovarian cryopreservation. Indeed, many teams offer ovarian cryopreservation at present time, although only two pregnancies have been achieved to date. In both cases, it can be discussed whether the fertilized oocyte originated from the transplant or from the native ovary. Furthermore, the potential for reintroduction of cancerous cells may limit this technique in cancers that are known to have a risk of ovarian dissemination. The hopes engendered by ovarian cryopreservation, but also its limits, must be explained to the patients before an ovarian surgery for cryopreservation.